(in alphabetic order of the last names)

Roman ANZIN
Short bio
I have joined CFA Society Ukraine in 2011 as a Volunteer coordinating CFA Institute
Research Challenge in Ukraine, prestigious student competition in equity research
worldwide. Since has been serving as a Board Member and the Head of Education &
University Relations Committee. Being the Chair of Ukraine Local Final of Research
Challenge since 2012 brought the competition to the third biggest Local finals in the world,
involving more than 24 leading Universities all over Ukraine.

Andriy BESPYATOV, PH.D., CFA
Short bio
Andriy Bespyatov has almost twenty years’ experience in the Ukrainian securities market.
Andriy joined Dragon Capital as an equity analyst in 2001. During his tenure at Dragon
Capital, Andriy analyzed companies in the oil and gas, chemical, machine-building, and
metals & mining sectors, and was responsible for macroeconomic research.
He was named "Top Ukraine Analyst" and “Top Ukraine Analyst in the Oil & Gas Sector”
in a Thomson Extel Survey in 2008. He was promoted to the position of Head of
Research in 2005 and currently manages the largest research department in Ukraine
covering all publicly traded Ukrainian companies and bond issuers as well as economics
and politics. Under Andriy’s supervision, Dragon Capital’s research team has remained in
the Top 3 in all surveys on research in Ukraine, including Thomson Extel, Institutional
Investor and Cbonds.
Andriy holds a Master’s degree from the joint graduate program of the Donetsk National
Technical University (Ukraine) and Dutch Hogeschool van Utrecht (the Netherlands). He
has also completed a finance program at Arizona State University (USA). Andriy became
a CFA charter holder in 2004, and a year later he earned a Ph.D. in International
Economics from the Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences Institute of World Economy
and International Relations.
Andriy was a founding member of the CFA Society Ukraine and Served as a Board
Member for many yers. He was the President of the CFA Society Ukraine in 2012-14.
During the tenure, the Society received the “Best Society” award for the 1 st time and
Andriy received the “Best Volunteer” award by the CFA Institute in 2013.

Valentyn KHOKHLOV, CFA
Short bio:
Valentyn Khokhlov is a member of CFA Society Ukraine since 2013 and a Board
member in 2018-2020. From 2012 to 2017 he co-managed a business unit and was in
charge of international marketing at Global Spirits, one of the leading Ukrainian FMCG
corporations. In 2009-2012, he was independent corporate finance and strategy
consultant and accomplished several projects in oil&gas and agriculture industries. From
2006 to 2009 Valentyn worked at GlobalLogic, Inc., a leading outsourced software
development company, where he was leading several M&A valuations and a postmerger integration project and, prior to that, managed software development projects. In
2000-2006 he worked in smaller IT companies. Valentyn Khokhlov got an MBA degree
from London Business School in 2016 and a master’s degree in computer science from
the National Technical University of Ukraine in 2001. He was awarded the CFA charter
in October 2013. Valentyn is a member of “Ukrainian Alternative” NGO that promotes the
libertarian reforms and “Professional Government Association of Ukraine” NGO that
aims to accelerate economic reforms, eliminate corruption, promote good governance,
and modernize the public service.

Leonid KYRIAN, CFA
Short bio:
Leonid Kyrian is a partner at FinPoint, Kyiv based investment-banking firm providing
M&A and debt advisory services in Ukraine and wider CIS region. With 14 years of
experience Leonid is covering all stages of origination and execution of various
investment-banking assignments and has a strong deal process management,
transaction structuring and negotiations expertise as well as deep knowledge of financial
analysis and valuation. His primary focus is on healthcare, energy, TMT and financial
services sectors. Prior to joining FinPoint in 2006, Leonid spent 2 years in corporate
banking department of Raiffeisen Bank Ukraine. Leonid holds a Master’s degree from
Finance and Economic Faculty of Kyiv National Economic University and is CFA
Charterholder since 2016. Leonid is also an alumni of Ukrainian Corporate Governance
Academy.

Olena MATVIICHUK
Short bio:
Olena is a professional HR consultant with a strong track record in successful sourcing
and recruiting financial executives. Her area of expertise covers strategic HR and
organizational development, executive search and job placement projects, talent
acquisition and career management, post hiring services. She has over 15 years of
experience as HR manager and executive search consultant dealing with financial and
asset management companies, commercial and investment banks, private equity funds
and industrial groups, venture capital and fintech sector. Elena gained both consultancy
and corporate background when working as an employee for investment bank, real
estate company and international recruitment agencies.
Since 2011, Olena has been involved in various CFA Society Ukraine projects such as
CFA Institute Research Challenge, Ukrainian Investment Forum. In addition, she is a
speaker for CFA Institute Research Challenge and moderator of Career Day, Smart HR
and Spring hours with head-hunters events. As the Job Placement & Career
Development Committee Chair (2014-2020) Olena coordinated the launch of the Jobline
project, financial market career opportunities platform.

Natalia PELYKH, CFA
Short bio:
CFA Charterholder since 2018.
Over the past 5 years, I have built a distinctive background on the edge of finance and
technology. Currently, I work as a Lead Business Analyst at Ciklum, a global digital
solutions company for Fortune 500 and fast-growing organizations alike around the
world. Prior to Ciklum, I was working as a Business Analyst at SoftServe, a technology
company specializing in consultancy services and software development. During these
years, I have been mainly involved in large FinTech projects of leading world companies
(Europe & USA). Before getting into the digital industry, I was working as Valuation &
Business Modeling Analyst at EY, a multinational professional services company.
I am an active CFA Society member, particularly by participating in the Society events
as a speaker. Last year I shared my insights with students and CFA Candidates within
several formal events and supported them beyond the conducted sessions. Have
experience in serving as a mentor of CFA Institute Research Challenge in Ukraine in
2019.
I hold Master’s Degree in Corporate Finance from Taras Shevchenko National
University of Kyiv.

Roman PEREPELYTSIA, CFA
Short bio:
Roman has 16 years of experience in strategy, research, M&A and investments.
In 2003-2009, he coordinated operational activities of one of the oldest investment
companies of Ukraine - Altana Capital (formerly known as Upras Capital or Keramet
Invest).
In 2010, Roman joined Metinvest Holding, LLC as a manager of Strategy & Business
Development Department. In December 2012, he was promoted to the position of the
Head of Strategic Analysis. Since April 2018, Roman is the Head of Strategy & Business
Development of the CEO Project Office. He is responsible for development of corporate
strategy and evaluation of potential M&A and business combination options as well as
supervision of macroeconomic research and analytics in the global steel & mining and
related industries.
Roman holds a Master's degree in Finance from Donetsk National University (2004),
diploma with honor. His other education includes the Strategic Transition Programme at
INSEAD (2014-2015).
Roman became a CFA charterholder in 2015. He is a CFA Ukraine Board Member and
the Chair of Membership Committee since May 2016, a regular grader/judge for CFA
Research Challenge, 2016 CFA Society Ukraine volunteer of the year and has been
helping with the last Ukrainian investment forums.

Svitlana REPINA, CFA
Short bio:
Svitlana Repina is a finance professional with 5 years of experience. Having started her
career at Valuation and Business Modelling department with EY Ukraine, she later
joined European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), where she now
holds an Associate Banker position. At EBRD, Svitlana has worked on a number of
deals with a total investment volume of USD 125 million supporting banking sector
development in Ukraine, Moldova and Belarus. Within the scope of her policy dialogue
efforts at EBRD, Svitlana also engages with government agencies, regulators and other
international institutions to drive financial sector reforms agenda in Ukraine.
On a personal side, Svitlana is passionate about youth education. She was involved as
a mentor in Connect Ukrainians project advising students on study abroad programs
and scholarship opportunities. She then became a co-founder of Ampersand
Foundation, an educational nonprofit helping talented Ukrainians achieve their career
goals.
Svitlana graduated with honors from the National University of Kyiv-Mohyla Academy
and received a Masters degree in Economics from Binghamton University in New York,
where she studied as a Fulbright scholar. She became CFA Charterholder in May 2019
clearing all exams at first attempt.

Nataliia SHPYGOTSKA, CFA
Short bio:
Nataliia Shpygotska is a Senior Analyst at the Research department in Dragon Capital,
the leading investment company in Ukraine. Natalia joined Dragon Capital’s research
team in 2012 and focuses on listed Ukrainian companies in food and agriculture
industry.
Natalia graduated with honors from Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv. In
2016, Natalia received a Ph.D. in finance from Taras Shevchenko National University of
Kyiv and became a CFA Charterholder.

Oleksii SOBOLEV, CFA
Short bio:
CFA charter holder from 2011. From August 2016 I’m leading ProZorro.Sale, an awardwinning platform for transparent auctions. Currently, we are helping the government to
sell assets of the failed banks, privatize and lease out public assets in a transparent
way.
After the revolution of dignity, I decided to help the country, that is how in February 2015
I joined the team of Andriy Pyvovarsky, former Minister of infrastructure, as an advisor to
the Minister. There I was volunteering for 1.5 years leading projects in state-owned
enterprises reform and open data. I was also actively engaged in creating a Ukrainian
chapter of an international Construction Sector Transparency Initiative (CoST Ukraine)
and later was selected as a head of its supervisory board (www.costukraine.org).
Before the reforms, I was working as a portfolio manager at Dragon Asset Management
(currently Ozon Capital) for 8 years (from 2007 till 2015). Before that, I was an auditor at
EY Ukraine.
I’m an active CFA Society member, first as a mentor and grader in research challenges,
to the volunteer of the year award, to the non-executive board member, to the chair of
the advocacy committee and vice president of the society.
My hobbies include music, visual performances, audiobooks, blogging. I am an Aspen
Institute fellow.
Married, have two daughters.

Olga TETERUK, CFA
Short bio:
Olga Teteruk is an industry professional, providing consultancy services to ADM Capital
Europe LLP since September 2016. Before that Olga has been working as an
investment analyst at investment fund for four years. She holds Master’s degree in
Finance and Credit from Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv, Ukraine. Olga
became a CFA charterholder in 2016. She has experience in serving as a mentor of
CFA Institute Research Challenge in Ukraine during 2013-2019.

